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Royal Australian Survey Corps Association

                ACT Newsletter

Issue Note – Faces of the Corps
By Rob McHenry 

Just a short reminder about the project to produce a "Faces of the Corps" presentation. The 
idea is to get a photo of as many Corps members as possible.  To date, response has been less 
than stellar so I urge members to check out their Corps people photos and send them to John 
Mobbs for collation.  My thanks to the 20 contributors who have provided about 250 faces so 
far.  I'm sure everyone has at least one photo of themselves or some fellow Corps members that
they can provide.  Please don't leave it up to others if you can contribute.  There is much work 
required to identify many of the people in the photos and try to sort them into a presentation 
so it would be helpful if images could be provided sooner rather than later. 

John Mobbs contact details are:  
email: jdmhome@iinet.net.au  Ph:  02 4471 1322, Mob:  0404 820 776 
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Survey Corps Nominal Roll – 5th Draft

Peter Jensen has finished his 5th draft of the Survey Corps nominal roll which will be distributed
shortly to as many members as possible via the state organisations.  The document is self 
explanatory and Peter asks for comment by end-2014 so that he can finalise the document for 
publishing on the Association website before 1 July 2015.  

Survey Enlistment and Recruit Training - 1959
By Don Swiney

I always wanted to be a surveyor, maybe because my father always said that it was what he 
wanted to be. I said the same, probably without knowing what one actually did. As time went 
on and I did learn a little more, I think the combination of applied mathematics, drafting (or 
drawing) and the possibility of an outdoor life all attracted me. Circumstances did not allow 
me to ‘enter my articles’ as they used to say in those days and instead I left school earlier than
I wanted, as my father was suffering from ill health. I got a job with a pastoral company in 
Western Australia, Westralian Farmers Cooperative Limited (now known as Wesfarmers) as a 
trainee wool classer working at the wool auctions or the head office by day and two nights a 
week at Perth Tech. I didn’t think much of it yet strangely I was good at it, had the touch they 
said. One of my fellow trainees by the name of Mick Hansen, disappeared to ‘join the Army’ 
much to the amusement of some of the WW2 veterans around the head office. I thought 
nothing more but he reappeared some months later telling me among others that he had joined
the Army Survey Corps and regaled us with stories of what he was likely to do. I now know that 
he was still waiting to start his so called basic course and would have known precious little but 
I was impressed and went to find out more. 

Wesfarmers was located in Wellington Street, Perth with Swan Barracks just across the railway 
line. I sneaked off early for lunch on some pretext or another and as naive as the day is long, 
fronted up at Swan Barracks to find out about a career in ‘Survey’. I was directed to an office 
right at the top of the building (I subsequently knew as the ‘eagle’s eyrie). I met first with a 
white haired staff sergeant but then a major walked in and I was invited into his office and sat 
there while he described in what I thought was exciting detail about a life in the Survey Corps. 
His name was Major Bill Sprenger MBE, he was a highly regarded officer in the Corps but sadly 
died whilst Commanding Officer of AHQ Survey Regiment some years later and I was never to 
meet him again. 

 

That night I announced to the family that I intended to join the Army. My stepmother was 
appalled but as one of my stepbrothers had joined the Army as an apprentice some years 
earlier, it wasn’t regarded as out of the question as it might have been. She, unbeknown to me,
tracked down Bill Sprenger and he convinced her that it may in fact be a good thing. I gave 
notice at Wesfarmers, foolishly when I think about it now, as I was no way assured of getting 
into the Army, and went down the farm at Cranbrook to await the commencement of the 
recruiting procedure. That started in mid February after I turned seventeen and a month later I
was in the Army. I joined a group of about ten and we were all attested together at the Army 
recruiting office in St Georges Terrace in Perth and we were then taken out to the Personnel 
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Depot at Guildford, issued with our uniforms and equipment plus a temporary issue of working 
dress and told to report to the Depot Sergeant Major. He gave us a gardening implement each, I
had a rake, and we were sent off in various directions on different tasks. I joined another 
recent recruit to rake up leaves under some huge gum trees. He turned out to be Laurie 
Attridge who was also planning to join the Survey Corps and so we had common ground right 
from the start. Neither of us realised at the time that we had both been corps enlisted in the 
Royal Australian Survey Corps by Bill Sprenger and therefore did not go through the corps 
allocation procedure that other recruits would go through during recruit training. 

We were to remain at the Personnel Depot for about ten days whilst the numbers built up to 
send a ‘draft’ to the Recruit Training Battalion at Kapooka (an Army camp just outside of Wagga
Wagga in NSW.) via Melbourne. Outside of working hours, we could come and go as we pleased 
so I used my bike as a means of getting between home and the depot, a distance probably 
about fifteen kilometers. As recruits, we ended up with all the duties the Personnel Depot 
required including piquets and mess duties. I was ‘selected’ I was told, to act as a mess 
steward in the officer/sergeants mess over the weekend. I reported to the mess on the Friday 
afternoon to be drilled in the performance of my duties by the mess supervisor. I then had to 
count and sign for all the cutlery and crockery to be informed that it would be recounted and 
that I would pay for any that were missing on the Monday morning. I also had to commit to 
memory that plates with blue rising sun badge belonged to the officer’s mess, black for the 
sergeants and red for the other ranks. There were few mess members who stayed for the 
weekend so it passed without incident apart from having to act as a personal servant to a 
particularly obnoxious officer cadet who I later realized was awaiting discharge after being 
kicked out of either the Royal Military College or the Officer Cadet School and who probably 
was not in a particularly happy frame of mind. Monday morning came and the mess supervisor 
carefully checked all the crockery and cutlery that I had been zealously guarding all weekend. 
When he was satisfied that all was in order he told me I could go. Go!, go where?, I didn’t 
know, so went and found the Depot Sergeant Major to be told to ‘disappear’ and not to 
reappear until the next Wednesday morning. It was an early lesson I learnt about ‘days in lieu’. 
At a bit of a loss as to what to do, I pedaled off home, much to my stepmother’s concern as she
thought my Army career was at an end so soon with me turning up in the middle of a normal 
work day. 

 

After about ten days, we were organised into a ‘draft’ of about six to eight with a draft 
conducting officer appointed (he was an ex WW2 soldier who was rejoining the Army and the 
most senior) and we were taken to the Perth Railway Station to catch the train ‘East’. The trip 
lasted about five days with train changes at Kalgoorlie, Port Pirie, Adelaide with the last 
change to the ‘Overland’ from Adelaide to Melbourne on an overnight run. Our draft conducting
officer got more and more maudlin and homesick the further he got from Perth which he 
countered by consuming his supply of rum that he had brought with him. Well before Adelaide, 
he was virtually insensible all the time and it was left to the rest of us to relieve him of his and
our tickets and movement orders, hide him from the train staff and transport him from train to
train until we got to Melbourne. Once we got to Melbourne, we never saw him again. 

Once again we found ourselves in a Personnel depot, this time at Royal Park (near where the 
Zoo is) where we joined the South Australian and Victorian recruits awaiting the move onto 
Kapooka. We again found ourselves with all the duties and this time we reported to a Corporal 
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Harry Watson who I was to meet later. My reputation as mess steward must have preceded me 
because again I found myself a mess steward but this time not alone as it was a much bigger 
organisation and therefore a bigger mess. Part of my function was, at 6 o’clock each morning, 
to deliver to Cpl Watson a cup of tea and the Melbourne Age newspaper that I was to take from 
one of those delivered to the officer’s mess. There was no doubt about it, it seemed corporals 
were very important people. For the officers’ mess staff, there was a strict rule, the stewards 
were not to leave the mess area at night until the duty officer conducted his inspection. Each 
of us had an area to clean and I was diligently mopping out the washing up area and hoping 
that I would not be the cause of us all being kept back when the last cook on duty called me 
aside and said “listen son, what you have to remember is that in the Army, if its wet its clean”.
I took him at his word and slopped some buckets of water around, pushed the water down the 
drain with a squeegee and hoped for the best. The duty officer made a very cursory inspection,
declared it clean and we were clear to go. 

On Tuesday of the following week we were once again organised into a draft, this time 
numbering about forty to fifty now including the Victorians and South Australians and with a 
much more professional draft conducting officer, this time it was a corporal who left us in no 
doubt what we were to do, how we were to behave and what would happen when we got to 
Kapooka. We arrived on the Tuesday night and the next day was the first day of our thirteen 
weeks training. 

The First Recruit Training Battalion (1RTB)
was the major unit housed at Kapooka 
Barracks. The battalion consisted of three
recruit training companies each of four 
platoons plus the administrative and 
logistic support. A platoon of recruits was 
formed each week with twelve weeks of 
formal training and one week of ‘serial 
duties’. At the end of the sixth week, we 
were given two days leave in addition to 
the weekend where we could go to 
Sydney or Melbourne or anywhere in 
between getting back to Kapooka on the 
Sunday night to start the week of serial 
duties the next week. Duties were 
allocated on the Sunday night so the later
you got back, the worse duty you got for 
the week. We found all this later but on 
that first day, Four Platoon A Company 
formed up as a fairly untidy looking bunch
but in uniform and since we had been in 
the Army for a couple of weeks some sort 
of vague idea on how to wear it. There 
were over ninety of us, one of the biggest
platoons they had seen, they said. Our 
platoon commander was a Lieutenant 

 53711 Rec Swiney DG in drill order
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Nugent, a fairly recent RMC graduate I suspect, who seemed to come and go and was mostly 
gone. Our platoon sergeant was a Tobruk veteran, a holder of the Military Medal and a voice 
like a foghorn. He was omni present and stayed with us the entire thirteen weeks. There were 
five or six corporals. One was Cpl Harris DFM and wore an air gunners brevet. He, not 
surprisingly, was referred to as ‘Bomber’ Harris. Another was an artillery bombardier, 
Bombardier Kelly and generally referred to as the ‘boy bastard’. The others were not 
particularly memorable except one who disappeared rather abruptly and the rumour had it that
he was a ‘shirt lifter’. I couldn’t imagine that anyone would want to steal shirts but I wasn’t 
about to ask and it was probably just as well. 

The three companies were widely dispersed around the battalion headquarters, and I never saw
or had anything to do with the other two companies unless we saw them at the canteen or the 
‘Everyman’s Hut.’ We were all housed in ‘Nissan’ huts which were half circle galvanised iron 
huts with big double doors each end. We lived twelve per hut, six down each side. The platoon 
staff were careful to ensure that all states were equally represented in each hut, to avoid 
enclaves developing I suppose. In our hut of twelve we had Victorians, New South Welshmen, a 
Fijian and as far as I can recall, I was the only West Australian. We all got on fairly well with a 
couple of exceptions. One, at the opposite end of the hut to me fortunately, by the name of 
‘Ace’ Bolter now exposed to alcohol for the first time developed too much of a taste for it and 
fairly regularly overdid it. As a member of the Regular Army Ace was as we all were, entitled to
drink even though we may not be twenty one years old. These sessions generally meant that at 
some stage during the night Ace would need to vomit. Sometimes he made it to the door, 
sometimes he didn’t and once he spewed into his boots. Not dismayed, the next morning, Ace 
walked to the door tipped the vomit out of his boots, put his boots on and with a bit of a 
cleanup with a boot brush, was ready for parade. Ace was also reluctant to use the showers and
I suppose those around him got a bit fed up and reported him to the platoon staff. The first I 
knew was when about six members of our hut were picked by one of the platoon corporals to 
give Ace a ‘bash broom bath’ This entailed Ace being ordered by the corporal to stand under a 
cold shower whilst the six kept him there with the bristles of the yard brooms. Ace seemingly 
took it in good spirit and was less reluctant to use the showers after that. I am not sure that he
ever got to actually use soap. 

At the time we were there, there was a polio epidemic so the Medical Officer had decreed that
the doors each end of each hut were to be left open at all times. We nearly froze to death but 
we sure did not catch polio. We had beds and mattresses, five blankets with sheets and pillow 
slips that were changed weekly. We all slept with our great coat over us for a little extra 
warmth. Each company had it’s own OR’s mess and the whole company lined up outside, 
sometimes in the rain, to file past coppers with boiling water in which to dip our plates and 
utensils, then past the cooks to get our meal. Once in front of the cooks, you simply slid your 
plate along a rail whilst the cooks on the other side of the counter with the dixies in front of 
them, spooned or forked your portion into the plate. You learnt to move you plate around so 
each portion did not end up on top of each other and then quickly change your plate for your 
bowl to get your sweets which was the last in the line. I don’t recall that the meals were 
particularly good but then not bad. They were best described as adequate. 

There was a fair proportion of older recruits, who in some cases had served in the WW 2 and 
were rejoining the Army. Some of them started to ‘work the system’ right from their arrival. 
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One was ex RAN and was put on ‘light duties’ from the very start. I don’t recall that he was 
ever off ‘light duties’. Early on, he evidently put to the platoon staff that he use the time 
when there was drill or any other sort of lesson that would in any way place any form of 
physical demand on him, that he wash all the platoon towels. All the towels were identical 
except that each was clearly marked with a name and hut number. It was a good service as on 
the average your towel was washed twice a week. At the end of each day, he would come 
around the huts and demand a shilling for each towel. Most, I think, paid, I did and in itself it 
wasn’t much but multiply it by the ninety members of the platoon and it was quite lucrative. It
was a practice that continued right up until almost the end of the time there when it abruptly 
stopped when the platoon staff finally became aware of it. There were other rackets and 
probably the best money maker and widespread was the buffing and rolling of brass. One of the
platoon staff was in cahoots with the dental mechanic and the dental mechanic no doubt had 
representatives right throughout the battalion. The system was simple, you simply gave your 
set of belt brass to the corporal and got a set back that was rolled and buffed. It was much 
easier to polish and looked a lot better but as I recall, it cost about two or three pound. With 
about seventy to eighty recruits arriving each week, the dental mechanic was doing very well. 
One other I recall, was the stencilling of your name and regimental number in paint on your kit 
bag. The stencilling kit was kept among the recruits and was passed from one to another at a 
price as the holder reached the end of his time and marched out. I got my kit bag done and 
once again, most did and it cost about ten shillings, a bargain I thought, but for the five or ten 
minutes it took, not a bad return for the stencil holder. 

The day started at 6 o’clock with reveille marked with whistles. It was a matter of tumbling 
out of bed, drag on a greatcoat, feet into the boots leaving the laces undone and out on parade
so the duty corporal could count heads. The role was called and we made or way back to our 
huts to get ready for the day. Beds were to be made up with blankets and sheets folded, 
uniform donned and the last bit of cleaning and polishing completed. Breakfast was at 7 
o’clock and first parade at 8 o’clock. The first parade could take the form of either a dress and
weapon inspection on the platoon parade area by the platoon sergeant or, less preferred by the
recruits, a hut inspection where not only was our dress and weapons inspected but also our bed
space and our spare boots. Any shortcomings were punishable by another inspection either that
evening after the last lesson or worse, on Saturday after lunch. The day was filled by lessons in 
drill or weapon training, first with the .303 rifle then the Owen machine carbine and followed 
by the bren gun. As the course wore on, the drill and weapon training was interspersed with 
range practices and field craft and map reading training. We also had lessons at night, from 7 
o’clock until 9 o’clock for three or four nights a week, mainly training films of one type or 
another, the most memorable, the ones on venereal disease, or alternatively field craft at 
night. At a point, well into the training, we were told by the platoon sergeant that we were to 
have another temporary platoon commander (our normal platoon commander was missing once 
again). This one was a fourth year staff cadet from the Royal Military College. The platoon 
sergeant made it quite clear that although the staff cadet was nominally in command, it was 
he, the platoon sergeant who was actually in command. Anyway, he arrived, he was wearing 
the RMC shoulder flashes but also wore the rank of a second lieutenant. He did pretty much as 
expected, he was present at the first and last parades, watched lessons, took a couple and one
day he decided that our rifle drill was faulty. He took the whole platoon and drilled us for an 
hour at the end of the day, correcting what he called our ‘pitchforking’ of our rifles when we 
were sloping arms. Eventually he was satisfied and handed over to the platoon sergeant and 
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went happily off the officers’ mess. The sergeant was not happy and spent the next half hour 
correcting our drill to back to what it was and we were finally dismissed and just made it for 
tea. 

The recruits were required to do duties, firstly company picket which seemed to come around 
about three or four times each for each recruit and battalion guard which was selective. Each 
platoon was rostered about five or six times during the time at Kapooka and towards the 
middle of the thirteen weeks after they learnt the appropriate drill movements. In addition, 
each platoon spent their sixth or seventh week of training where the whole platoon was 
employed on all the day time duties to keep the battalion operating. The company picket 
involved a two hour shift and whose function was to keep the charcoal fuelled hot water 
boilers in the company area operating overnight. In addition, A Company was responsible for 
stoking the boiler for hot water in the officers’ mess. The platoon on serial duties was 
responsible for stoking the boilers during the day and at some point were expected to let the 
fire go out and rake out all the ashes and reset the fire. Occasionally this wasn’t done and at 
some point overnight the grate and flue got so choked with ashes that the night picket had to 
carry out this function and struggle to get the fire going again and have the water hot for the 
morning. The biggest fear was to let the officer’s mess boiler go out. This one was much 
smaller and required much more careful stoking. In the event that it did go out and it often 
did, it meant raking all the ashes out and carefully reigniting it from what ever sticks you could
find. On one occasion I had to sneak into the officers’ mess with great trepidation to steal the 
previous day’s newspapers to try and get it going again. If you were not able to get it going 
during your shift, you were honour bound to stay on picket until it was going while the other 
incoming picket tended to the boiler in the company lines. 

The battalion guard was a much more significant affair and your performance reflected not 
only on your platoon’s reputation but also by inference, the reputation of the platoon sergeant.
The preparation commenced a couple of days before when the platoon sergeant selected eight 
recruits led by one of the corporals. On the first occasion our platoon was rostered, I found 
myself as one of the eight. We concentrated on revision of the ‘changing of the guard’ drill and
then on the afternoon of the night we were to mount duty, given time to polish our brass and 
‘blanco’ our belt and gaiters. That evening, we were paraded on the platoon parade area under
command of the corporal to be inspected by the battalion duty officer and the battalion duty 
sergeant. The inspection was intense, to the point of having a couple remove their web belts so
that the inspecting officer could inspect the underside of the brass. The purpose was to select 
the ‘best dressed’ who was to have the night off and the ‘second best dressed’ who was to 
perform the duties of ‘stick orderly’ but in fact to act as the duty officer’s runner. It was a 
much less onerous duty than the rest of the guard who were to man the front gate throughout 
the night. I was selected as ‘best dressed’ so was fallen out and left to my own devices as the 
rest of the guard marched off. I went back to the platoon lines and rejoined the rest as they 
filed out for night training. 

At about the sixth or seventh week, the platoon was rostered for serial duties. The employment
varied from labouring in the Q store, mess duties, and gardening. I and one other from the 
same hut were tasked to man the main gate when the battalion guard was not operating during
the working day. It was a relatively simple task of recording each vehicle as it passed through 
the gate and saluting the officers as they drove in and out. Others were not so lucky and Laurie
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was one of those as he spent the entire week ‘dixie bashing’ in our company mess. He started 
before breakfast and didn’t finish until the last pot and dish was washed and stacked at the 
end of the day, although he did get a break during the day. The only other duty was the ’town 
picket’ where about six to eight of the bigger and more mature recruits were selected. Dressed
in battle dress, boots and gaiters and wearing a belt and bayonet they patrolled the town on a 
Saturday night under the control of a corporal. Their function was to round up any recruits who
had either over imbibed or had got themselves into a dispute with some of the locals. The fact 
that the picket was wearing boots and bayonet discouraged any of the combatants who might 
like to go on with it. As a seventeen year old and a ten stone weakling, I was not likely to be 
selected for this duty. Also at the midpoint of the course, the whole platoon was given a four 
day weekend leave. We could go wherever we liked but it meant mainly that we could go to 
either Melbourne or Sydney as the train line ran virtually past the gates of the camp. I, with 
most of the other West Australians opted to go to Melbourne for no other reason than we knew 
the place, albeit slightly and we had an address to where we were going – the YMCA which was 
close to Prince’s Bridge, which we had to provide. We had no civilian clothes and were 
forbidden to return to Kapooka with any so it meant that we spent the weekend around 
Melbourne in uniform marked as recruits as we had no corps flashes and had the ‘rising sun’ 
badge on our berets. We travelled all Thursday and would have to travel all Sunday so that 
gave us just the two days to wander around central Melbourne. The only notable thing we did 
was to go to Luna Park at Saint Kilda and watch a VFL game on TV at the YMCA. TV was a great 
source of wonderment to us as West Australians as it was not to reach Perth until that year. As 
it happened we could have watched the game live at the MCG which was only a few hundred 
metres from where we were. Saturday morning for me was spent visiting an aunt and uncle in 
Albert Park which wasn’t far away and then it was back to Kapooka somewhat relieved I think. 

Also at the midpoint we had what was called our ‘corps allocation interview’ conducted by an 
officer from the Central Army Records Office (CARO). I was already allocated to Survey but did 
not really appreciate the implication. I filed into the interview in my turn and asked what corps
I wanted to go to. I replied “survey sir” and was told “no chance” and dismissed. I didn’t know 
what to think. I had enlisted for six years and now had no idea where I was to spend it. The 
second corps allocation interview took place a couple of days before we marched out. Once 
again we were interviewed in alphabetical order. Being an “S” I was towards the end and 
watched with some trepidation as others before me exited muttering “infantry, artillery” or 
whatever and there did not seem to be any rhyme nor reason and the recruits preferences 
seemingly were not taken into account. Finally it was my turn and marching in and giving the 
allocation officer my most impressive salute, he looked up and said “Swiney…… survey” and I 
saluted ‘about turned’ and marched out. I was ecstatic and Laurie who had gone through 
before me was hanging back outside so we able to congratulate each other, much relieved. 
Quite unexpectedly, it was suddenly decreed that we would all (the whole battalion of recruits)
attend a ‘character guidance course’ and this was to be run by a team of chaplains. Training in 
the afternoons and evenings was suspended and the whole battalion marched by platoons to 
the assembly theatre to listen to the presentations by the various chaplains. There must have 
been close to a thousand recruits in the theatre and it must have been almost an impossible 
situation for the presenters. It was complicated by the fact that winter was drawing on and 
many had colds so there was much coughing and spluttering, probably not all necessary. The 
problem was solved by the Battalion Commander interrupting one of the presenters and 
decreeing that any recruit caught coughing henceforth would be back squadded two weeks. 
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Comparative silence followed but various recruits were going blue as they tried to suppress a 
cough. Notwithstanding, four days later we  were considered to have our characters sufficiently
guided and the chaplains thankfully departed. 

After the mid point, the tempo of training lifted and we found ourselves now involved in range 
practices with all three weapons, field craft training, both day and night and platoon drill. The 
platoon drill was now conducted on the battalion parade ground and as the day of our 
‘marchout’ became closer, we now practiced with a couple of drummers from the band. The 
weather had become quite cold and with the lower temperatures came the fogs. It was a bit 
incongruous to be drilling on the parade ground and be marching off into the fog out of sight of
the drill instructor and then back again. We suddenly found ourselves in the last week of 
training, all the tests of elementary training (TEOTs) completed and the last training for the 
march out parade. The day arrived and carefully cleaned and pressed with all our brass 
gleaming and with the platoon sergeant’s exhortation that if we did not do well we would be 
‘back squadded’ and spend even more time at Kapooka. We were given to expect that the 
parade would be reviewed by the battalion commander (whom we had rarely seen) but in the 
event it was our company commander (and we hadn’t seen much more of him) who reviewed 
the parade. This time we had the full band and we did our best and produced a fairly passable 
effort but apart from those on light duties there was no audience. The Company Commander 
gave us a short address, something about now being trained soldiers and handed back to the 
platoon commander who in turn handed over to the platoon sergeant and we were marched 
back to the platoon lines. We never saw the platoon commander again. Back in the platoon 
lines, and just before we were dismissed, the platoon sergeant complimented us on our turnout
and drill and allowed that we weren’t a bad platoon, wished us well and we were dismissed for
the last time. The afternoon was spent cleaning and handing gear back in, cleaning the platoon
lines and those going North to corps schools left that evening and we that were left and going 
South had an early night in preparation for an early start the next morning. I don’t recall any 
form of celebration, we were just thankful that it was all over. 
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Pulau Wakde (Wakde Island)
By Don Swiney

I saw the photo of Danny Galbraith and others on Wakde Island in the last newsletter and 
couldn’t let it pass without some comment. Wakde Island lies just off the Northern coastline of 
Irian Jaya midway between Jaya Pura and Biak. A small island but played a big part in WW2. 
The airfield was constructed by the Japanese and was first noted by the Americans in February 
1943. By June 1943, a single coral surfaced 5,400' x 390' runway, with dispersal areas off the 
northern side was identified, and a barracks area on the south side was visible. By September, 
the Japanese had expanded the base further with a radio station and quarters for 1,000 
personnel. 

Wadke Airfield was seized by the United States Army on 15 May 1944. Construction work was 
begun to repair the airstrip once the battle was over on 18 May. The airfield was repaired and 
put into use by the 5th Air Force as a forward operations base. From Wakde, the first American 
reconnaissance mission of the Philippines since the fall of Corregidor in 1942 was undertaken, 
over Mindanao (from Wikipedia). The US Army abandoned the island in 1945 and both the Dutch
first and then the Indonesians seemingly had no requirement to maintain the airfield and it fell 
in disrepair.

Operation Cenderawasih was conducted in three phases with the first phase covering the 
Volgelkop (Bird’s Head) completed in 1976. As the operation wound down in that year, I wanted
a couple of stations we could easily occupy by insertion with Caribou so we could keep the 
geoceivers working right up to the end. Wakde Island looked like a suitable candidate as we 
had overflown it on a number of occasions as it was on the flight path to Jaya Pura and it was 
time for a closer look.  In the Pilatus Porter, flown by that gentleman aviator Barry Bawdon, we
made a number of low passes. From the air, it looked like a number of trenches had been dug 

 Wakde IslandWakde Island Location
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across the runway and now were growing grass about a metre or so high, or as we hoped, the 
grass was simply growing up through the cracks in the seal. Finally Barry decided we could do a
’short landing’ between two lines of grass. “ Yeah right” I said, not really knowing how short a 
short landing was. And so we did and when I was able to open my eyes, prise my fingers off the 
brace that runs below the instrument panel and doubled as a panic grab and when Barry shut 
down, I was able to climb out. I paced back forty paces from the wheels to where I could see 
where the wheels had touched down but Barry said he could have done better by treating me 
to a ’beta approach.’  I have since found out what a ‘beta approach’ is and am glad he didn’t. 
We were, I believe, the first to land at Wakde since 1945. The grass was indeed growing up 
through cracks in the seal and after years of tropical weather had grown to the point where 
they looked quite substantial. We quickly established that there was enough of the strip that 
was suitable to land a Caribou and we happily took off and went back to Biak with the job 
done. 

 

At the end of the operation in 1976 we inserted a geoceiver party (Danny Galbraith and others) 
to establish the point. I went in with the Caribou and took the photo above. At the time when 
the party was on the island we became aware of the activities of the Organisasi Papua Merdeka
(OPM) and that they had taken over a police station. I thought it prudent to advise our various 
superior headquarters and for the first time sent a classified message and with the ’sigs’ using 
the ’one time letter pad’ sent a message off that to the best of my memory went something 

 'Claude' the Caribou on the ground at Wakde Island
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like “ We have been advised that the OPM captured the police station at ????. We are occupying
Wakde Island and not in danger” The message was translated to something like “OPM captured 
police station at Wakdeisal and we are in danger.” It created quite a stir as various 
headquarters searched their maps for ’Wakdiesal’ and it generated a quick trip by Alec Laing 
from Jakarta to Biak. Once everyone calmed down, it was decided the 1977 phase of the 
operation would have a secure rear link. A good thing as it happened as I had the need to send 
a number of classified messages in 1977— but then that’s another story. 

I read recently that in 
2005 a team of Japanese 
and Indonesians found a 
cave on the island with 
the remains of 1000 
Japanese with weopons 
and optical equipment 
including telescopes. As 
the US engineers were 
responsible for repairing 
the airstrip and there 
were a thousand 
Japanese on the island 
when the US attacked, no
prizes for guessing who 
put the remains in the 
cave. Pity we did not find
it -  I like the sound of 
the telescopes. 

ADF Retirement Benefits Legislation Amendment (Fair 
Indexation) Bill 2014

This Bill amends the Defence Force Retirement and Death Benefits Act 1973 and Defence Forces
Retirement Benefits Act 1948 to: index Defence Forces Retirement Benefits (DFRB) and Defence
Force Retirement and Death Benefits (DFRDB) retirement pensions, invalidity pensions, and 
reversionary pensions from 1 July 2014 in the same way as age and services pensions are 
indexed; and exempt DFRB and DFRDB members from a tax liability for the one-off capitalised 
value of the benefit improvement relating to past service as at 1 July 2014.

The Bill eventually passed both Houses on 27 Mar 2014.
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100th Anniversary – Bendigo

The Ex Fortuna Survey Association
now announces the release for sale
of their 100th Anniversary Cap.
Caps can be ordered through the
secretary and payment can be made
by direct deposit with the details at
the end of the newsletter. Caps are
$15 ea plus postage.

From Magna Carto

I am now able to confirm the following Ex Fortuna Survey Assoc activities for the 100th 
Anniversary of the Survey Corps to be held in Bendigo 2015.
  Wednesday 1 July 2015 - Canberra 1100hrs Wreath Laying at Australian War Memorial, 

afternoon display at the National Library Canberra followed by an evening function.
  Friday 3 July 2015 – Evening arrival Bendigo RSL Bistro Meal own arrangements.
  Saturday 4 July 2015 – 1030hrs Civic Reception Bendigo town hall (400?) Corps Banners, 

Medals, Main Group photo taken, Mayoral address. Survey Corps Memorabilia available.
  Saturday 4 July 2015 – 1900hrs Main Function All Seasons Function Centre Bendigo (400? plus 

official guests) Corps Director guest Speaker. Partially subsidised two course meal and drinks on
arrival. Other drinks own arrangements. Limited Survey technical and historical displays. Slide 
show.
  Sunday 5 July 2015 – 1200hrs BBQ Lunch Goldmines Hotel Bendigo and gardens. Limited 

cost.
  Sunday 5 July 2015 – 1500hrs Commemorative Service, Unveiling of Survey Story Board and 

brass plaque at Memorial Cairn Fortuna Villa. Photo opportunities. Cutting of the Cake and 
afternoon tea provided.

This is our big opportunity to celebrate and acknowledge the Royal Australian Survey Corps 
achievements and the contribution that we and those that came before us made. The 100th 
Anniversary is a significant milestone and it needs to be appropriately recognised. These 
celebrations are open to all past members, families and friends of the Corps and your 
attendance is encouraged and welcome. Considering a number of logical factors, it is highly 
likely that this will be the Last Big Survey Corps gathering, so you are advised to make the most
of this opportunity.
 
A visitors/attendance book will be circulating throughout the weekend among other planned 
activities to make this a memorable reunion.  Accommodation in various forms will be available
through the Bendigo Tourist information centre with discounts at the All Seasons Function 
Centre, more to follow.  We will be circulating an attendance sheet with costing a little closer 
to the date, so the purpose of this is just to inform you of the events so that you can reserve 
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the spot in your diary or calendar.  Indications of attendance and prepayments will be 
requested closer to the event.
For the Civic Reception I ask that all attendees wear medals and Survey Corps attire and if 
possible the banners of all kindred Survey Associations be represented. I am hoping that the 
2/1 Banner may also be in attendance. This is planned as the main official photographic record 
of the 100th Anniversary both inside and outside the town hall. Smaller group photos with the 
Mayor will also be possible on the day.

Vale

PETER HENRY SAUNDERS

35961 Peter Saunders died peacefully in his sleep on 24 March after a long battle with cancer.  

From Magna Carto

Peter Served in the Survey Corps from April 1956 to 
October 1976.  Peter was a Litho Squadron printer for 
most of his Army career and was one of the characters of 
the Corps. He was an avid sportsman and had coached 
the Fortuna Aussie Rules Team. Peter was a no frills sort 
of a guy and that was reflected in the simple thanksgiving
service held in Bendigo on Friday 28 March. The service 
was attended by many Ex Survey Corps types, 
representatives from The Golden Square Bowling Club, 
family and friends. Peter was 77 years old and it was lung
cancer that got him in the end.

From Peter Mansell

I attended Peter Saunders' thanksgiving service in Bendigo on Fri 28 Mar14 along with 100 other 
people. It was a simple ceremony (not entirely according to Peter's wishes) MC'd by his son 
Steven. 
Peter was 77 years old and it was lung cancer that got him in the end. 

Steven ran through Peter's family history(quite a few amusing tales as we have come to expect)
and was followed by Mal Finch from the Golden Square Bowling Club. Mal outlined Peter's long 
history at the club and rattled off an impressive list of positions that Peter occupied within the 
club. They included Life Member, President, Bowling Coach and assistant groundsman. It was a 
fitting sendoff for Peter and the many Bowls Club members present formed a Guard of Honour. 

A number of Ex RASvy people attended the service : 
Mick Dempster 
Tom Royal 
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Stan Vote 
Bill Forrest 
Gary Warnest 
Frank Thomas(Hon member of Snakes Pit) 
Mick Flynn 
plus two others(it is a bugger when you get old and can't remember names) 

We adjourned to the Bowling Club for an afternoon wake and I had to depart early to catch the 
train back to Melbourne(missed 2 but got the 3rd departure). All in all, a bloody good day for a 
bloody good bloke. May he rest in peace. 

From Bob Skitch

Peter was certainly one of the better known characters of Litho Squadron as anyone who ever 
served at Fortuna would attest. He was affectionately known as ‘bloodnut’, perhaps in 
recognition of his sporting prowess on the rugby field. 

FOLLOW UP – NATHANIEL RICKARDS JOHN HILLIER

The following obituary dated 30 September was published in the Albury-Wodonga Border Mail:
http://www.bordermail.com.au/story/1809652/end-of-the-trail-for-army-chief/?cs=11

FOLLOW UP – FRANK THOROGOOD (From The Queensland Branch Bulletin)

Frank’s personal vale’
 
Miss me – but let me go 
When I come to the end of the road 
And the sun has set for me, 
I want no rights in a gloom filled room, 
Why cry for a soul set free. 
Miss me a little – but not too long, 
And not with your head bowed low, 
Remember the love we once shared, 
For this is a journey we must all take 
And each must go alone, 
It’s all part of the Master Plan; 
A step on the road to home. 
When you are lonely and sick of heart, 
Go to the friends we know, 
And bury your sorrows in doing good deeds; 
Miss me – but let me go. 

http://www.bordermail.com.au/story/1809652/end-of-the-trail-for-army-chief/?cs=11
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Frank Thorogood passed away on the 27th December 2013 after a long battle with Parkinsons. 
His funeral at Mudgeeraba was attended by Association members Alex Cairney, Kym Weston 
(and wife Faye) and Bob Skitch. Frank was highly regarded across all ranks who served with him
in the Corps. Frank came into the Corps as a qualified lithographic officer having served an 
apprenticeship with leading Melbourne printing firms Troedel & Cooper, completing his Diploma
of Lithography at the Melbourne School of Printing and Graphic Arts following which he worked 
for Wilkes and Co, printers of Readers Digest, Time Magazine and associated top level 
publications. 

Frank married Nancy Walsh in 1955 and set about having a family. Their first child Cheryl was 
born a year later. 

Frank became interested in the Order of St Johns and joined at the age of 14 undertaking first 
aid courses and becoming very proficient. This continued throughout his years of 
apprenticeship. He worked as a volunteer with the Brigade. This experience was to be put to 
the test when in 1954 serving his national service at Puckapunyal in an incident that was to set 
the course of his subsequent life. A group of young nashos souvenired a UXB from the range and
took to their lines. With the rest of the platoon out for a run, the bomb exploded injuring 
several severely. Frank happened to be in camp and rendered first aid in a very extreme 
situation until further help arrived. His action saved at least one life. A report was sent to St 
Johns headquarters in Switzerland and Gunner Thorogood was awarded the St Johns Certificate
of Merit with the accompanying ribbon. 

Frank continued in the CMF following national service and was commissioned. He found CMF 
service pointless and boring and resigned his commission. In 1960 he thought about joining the 
regular army and finally did – RA Survey. He was granted a commission and posted to the then 
AHQ Survey Regiment serving as 2IC under Major Bill Howarth in Litho Squadron, at times acting
as Squadron OC. This continued through to 1966 when he was appointed exchange officer to 42 
Engineer Regiment RE, UK. In 1968 he returned to Australia and prepared to go to Vietnam for a
twelve month posting to A Section, 1 Topo Survey Troop as 2IC to Major Peter Constantine. After
a short time as adjutant of the Regiment in 1971 Frank, now promoted to Major, attended Staff
College at Queenscliff, Victoria. During that year Frank and Nan lived at Ocean Grove. 
Following his year as a student Frank continued at Staff College as GSO2 Operations through 
1972 and was then appointed to Survey Directorate in Canberra as SO2 Personnel then Field 
Force Command in Sydney in the SO Svy appointment.
 
Throughout this time Frank maintained his interest in St Johns and all things associated, joining
the Natural Disaster Organisation as a volunteer under Major General Alan Stretton. Frank had 
become known to Stretton and when Cyclone Tracy, then Australia’s greatest natural disaster, 
struck Darwin in the early hours of Christmas Day, Stretton decided to head to Darwin taking 
Frank as his 2IC. Frank and Stretton were on a RAAF BAC 111 departing at 1330h from Fairburn 
direct to Darwin. At the same time a C130 departed Richmond with a medical evacuation team.
Their mission was to evacuate Darwin. It was a signal event in Frank’s life. 

In 1975, now promoted to Lieutenant Colonel, Frank continued in Survey Directorate as Deputy 
Director and then in 1979 as SO1 Survey HQ Field Force Command in Sydney. In December 1980 
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Frank was appointed CO Army Survey Regiment. It was back to Bendigo for the Thorogood 
family. Frank remained at the Regiment for only three months. Perhaps at that point he could 
not see his military career going anywhere and the opportunity arose to pursue another 
direction, one which had in the background been a second career parallel to the military. He 
took the job of head of Red Cross in Victoria. Again he became involved in disaster relief and 
management when Cyclone Isaac hit Tonga in the South West Pacific in 1982 and again in the 
disastrous South Australian bushfire of 1983. Frank remained with Red Cross for ten years and 
was awarded the Red Cross Distinguished Service Medal, the Meritorious Medal and Long Service
Medal. 

Then in retirement and only 57 years old Frank looked for something to do and was accepted as
a mature age student at the University of Melbourne to do a law degree. He was admitted to 
the bar in Victoria in 1997 and a year later in Queensland. He specialised in International 
Humanitarian Law with particular reference to the military, and presented papers in Geneva 
and elsewhere, including his ‘alma mater’ the Australian Staff College. In retirement he was 
appointed an adjunct professor of law at Bond University. 

Frank and Nan lived for a while at or near Canungra Village and then moved to a canal block at 
Bundall within the Gold Coast. Not long before Frank’s death they had moved to a Gold Coast 
retirement village.  Frank is survived by his wife Nancy, his son Lance and daughters Cheryl and
Theresa. 

TONY JONES  (From the Queensland Branch Bulletin)

36222 Anthony (Tony) Rees Jones served from Nov 
57 to 31 Oct 63 in the Northern Command Field 
Survey Section/Unit. Tony died on the 19th January 
2013. Tony was always the Englishman; he came 
from Hastings and served two years National 
Service in Germany and Austria, in about 1947/48. 
For a time he worked in Kenya before emigrating to
Australia and joining the Survey Corps. In the 
Northern Command Field Survey Section he served 
on field survey operations in north Queensland out 
of Normanton, Charters Towers and later, St 
George. 

Many would remember his greeting “Hello Chaps” 
that stayed with him throughout his life. He was 82 
years old at the time of his passing. His funeral 
order of service rather poignantly reflected Tony 
with ‘Hello Chaps on its front page and “Goodbye 
Chaps” on its back page. 
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Photo Gallery – Anzac Day Canberra Marchers

L to R:   Kev Kennedy, Dave McLachlan, John Bullen, Len Kemp, Charlie Watson, Kevin Miles, 
David Miles, Steve Cooper, Noel Ticehurst, Peter Ralston. Peter Jensen, Patrick Justin, Daryn 
Radford.
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Marchers being ably led by John Bullen.
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